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A B S T R A C T
The aquaculture industry is a main industry in Norway, and it must be sustainable, i.e. experience long-term
growth and development: It is necessary to build an environmentally sustainable aquaculture industry that
minimizes risks to the marine environment and biological diversity, – including the transmission of fish diseases.
The process of fish disease transmission in aquaculture systems is influenced by many factors, including in-
dividual (fish and pathogen) conditions, movement behavior and environmental conditions. Fish disease dy-
namics originates from a complex system, and the transmission of viruses is an unstable process, making it
difficult to predict and analyze. In preparation for this paper, we built an agent-based model to predict patterns
of pathogen transmission with the purpose of identifying risks and hazards in the space and time domains. The
model presented explores the potential effects of different factors, such as the conditions of agents, movement
behavior and environmental conditions, on the simulated spread of a fish disease.
We applied the model developed to different case studies in the Norwegian fjords. The results demonstrated
how the infection risk at any point around the infected site is dependent on both the pathogen and the fish
density at that point, and the infection risk increases when the pathogen or fish densities increase. The pathogen
density decreases exponentially as a function of an increase in the water temperature, and the pathogen density
increases with the velocity of the current or the fish density at the infected site. The pathogens are moved faster
by higher current velocity, so this will slow the infection process at the local infected site. Nevertheless, the
current will carry the pathogens to nearby places faster. The direction of the current is very important since the
pathogens are predominantly moved by the currents.
The agent-based method helps us advance our understanding of pathogen transmission and builds risk maps
to help us reduce the spread of infectious fish diseases. By using this method, we may study the spatial and
dynamic aspects of the spread of infections and address the stochastic nature of the infection process.
1. Introduction
Fish farming in Norway has increased steadily in recent years and is
expected to continue to increase for years to come (www.ssb.no). The
continued growth of Norwegian aquaculture production has presented
the industry with a range of challenges. One of the main challenges is to
understand fish disease dynamics within and between the aquaculture
sites in the Norwegian fjords, characterized by a rich marine life and
considerable human activities. Fish are subjected to diseases caused by
different types of pathogens.1 Pathogens are transmitted in space and
time by sea currents at an irregular velocity (speed and direction). The
sea currents in the Norwegian fjords exhibit a complex pattern of be-
havior, as shown in Fig. 2. Pathogen transmission is dependent on many
different biological, environmental, and physical factors. Due to the
complex relationships that exist between these different factors and the
way they change in time and space, (e.g. fluctuating sea-water tem-
perature alter pathogen's lifespan and its ability to cause a disease),
other approaches previously applied to study this issue, that are not
including active parts (agents) to model this complex dynamics re-
lationships, they have not successfully reduced the ambiguity in our
understanding of how pathogens spread in the Norwegian aquaculture
system. Therefore, we need a method that allows us to address this
ambiguity so as to limit the risk of fish disease spreading. In this study,
we will use an agent-based approach in building models that predict
patterns of pathogen transmission for the purpose of identifying the
risks and hazards in the space and time domains. It is expected that this
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risk assessment will inform the fish industry management in Norway in
their fight against infectious fish diseases.
1.1. Aquaculture in Norway
In recent decades, the aquaculture industry has probably been the
fastest growing food-production sector in the world, and it provides a
significant supplement to, and substitute for, the catch of wild aquatic
organisms. Norway has a long and jagged coastline that is bordered by
cold, fresh seawater endowed with a rich marine life. This environment
provides excellent conditions for aquaculture activities. Today, Norway
is the second largest seafood exporter in the world and the world's
leading producer of Atlantic salmon (FKD, 2018). Since the advent of
commercial salmon farming in Norway around 1970, the aquaculture
industry has grown to become an industry of major importance. Not
only is aquaculture important to the Norwegian economy as a whole, it
is also very important to the many local communities along the coast
where other economic opportunities are sometimes limited. Today,
farming of salmon and rainbow trout takes place in nearly 160 muni-
cipalities along the Norwegian coast. Approximately 5900 people are
directly employed in aquaculture production, and 21,000 people are
employed in aquaculture-related activities (FKD, 2018; SSB, 2018).
Emerging diseases pose a serious challenge to the aquaculture in-
dustry, and the value of the fish that are lost due to disease is worrisome
(Grefsrud et al., 2018). Ten years ago, Iversen et al., 2005 assessed the
general cost of such diseases imposed on the Norwegian fish farming
industry to be US$ 150 million annually (Iversen et al., 2005). Fish are
subjected to diseases caused by pathogens, including viruses, and these
pose particular challenges to the salmon aquaculture (Olsen and
Hellberg, 2011). Our knowledge of pathogens and their effect on wild
fish stocks is generally poor, and it is, consequently, difficult to predict
which diseases might occur once an aquaculture facility is established
in an area (Bergh, 2007). A wide range of pathogens exist, from viruses
and bacteria to crustacean parasites (Olsen and Hellberg, 2011). These
pathogens might be introduced to an aquaculture system through var-
ious pathways, e.g.; through the relocation of infected stocks, by the use
of equipment or fish products from other areas, or by exposure to wild
fish pathogens (Murray and Peeler, 2005). Once introduced, pathogens
may benefit from the aquaculture environment and pose a graver risk to
farmed fish than they do to wild stocks. This is partially because of
factors such as unfavorable environmental conditions, stress and pol-
lution, which might reduce the resistance of individual fish (Murray
and Peeler, 2005). Moreover, pathogens may benefit from the artifi-
cially high density of fish, and thus, the numerous potential hosts of the
pathogen that are present in a fish farm and thus cause frequent and
massive disease outbreaks (Bergh, 2007; Rimstad, 2011). Pathogens
that benefit from higher host densities cause a so-called density-depen-
dent transmission (Murray, 2009). The rate of transmission is the pro-
duct of the densities of susceptible and infected individuals. Disease
transmission may also occur with currents as carriers, − depending on
the survival time of the pathogen in the water masses, and also through
vectors such as wild fish or escaped farmed fish (Murray and Peeler,
2005). Hydrodynamic spreading will usually be a local-scale problem,
whereas wild fish can become infected near a single farm and transmit
the pathogen over larger distances to other farms (Werkman et al.,
2011). An example of a waterborne virus is the salmonid alphavirus
that causes salmon pancreas disease (PD), that has turned out to be an
increasing problem in Norwegian aquaculture (Kristoffersen et al.,
2009).
All major viruses affecting Norwegian aquaculture are thought to
spread between fish through seawater (Johansen et al., 2011), as a
result of infected fish shedding pathogens into the surrounding waters.
To retain a sustainable fish industry in Norway, we need tools for ef-
fective risk analyses and consequence assessments. In this paper, we
aim at developing models to help identify the pathogen transmission
patterns between fish populations so as to support such analyses and
assessment in the combat against fish diseases.
Previous Norwegian studies on fish diseases in aquaculture have
used classical SIR (susceptible, infected, recovered) disease transmis-
sion models that have focused on the population as a whole (Reno,
1998; Ögüt, 2001; Murray, 2009; Green, 2010) or such population
models coupled with either simple hydrodynamic models or distance
measures of transmission between separate populations (Stene et al.,
2014). These models are inherently limited in their ability to predict the
dynamics of diseases because they are based on structural assumptions
and historical data that do not offer a valid description of the system at
hand. They, consequently, do not offer an adequate explanation for the
complex dynamics observed. In particular, they do not capture the
phenomenon of emerging diseases, i.e. the onset of a disease in an
aquaculture farm.
Fish disease dynamics are affected by many variables that modeling
techniques, applied so far, cannot address; however, the agent-based
modeling (ABM) technique can include all necessary variables to build
a valid model even if there is a lack of available empirical data. By using
ABM, we move to the individual's level and how the individuals'
characteristics and their behavior are connected to the overall system
behavior.
1.2. Related work
Fish disease dynamics are affected by many different biological,
environmental and physical characteristics, such as fish density and
stress, water temperature and salinity, as well as current speed and
direction. This constitutes some of the complexity to be addressed when
modeling these processes. Fish disease dynamics within an aquatic site
or between many such sites is itself a part of such a complex environ-
ment in which it evolves. Earlier modeling studies on the transmission
of pathogens within and between aquaculture farms have mainly been
based on mathematical models that focused on the population as a
whole (e.g., Murray, 2009; Green, 2010). Kermack and McKendrick
were pioneers in establishing the mathematical modeling of disease
epidemics in 1927 (Kermack and McKendrick, 1927). They created the
mathematical SIR (susceptible, infectious, recovered) model, based on
ordinary differential equations. That model includes the assumptions
that all fish are homogeneous, initially equally susceptible to the dis-
ease, and completely immune after having been infected. The SIR
models do not treat the pathogens as separate individuals who may
survive without a host, and they do not include the environmental
conditions that may change over time. SIR models are simple and, ty-
pically, deterministic and do not validly represent some important as-
pects of disease spread, including the variety in properties across in the
individuals, the spatial aspect of the spread of disease and the char-
acteristics, including causes of delays, of the environment in which this
spread takes place. Many researchers have, over the years, applied a
variety of such mathematical models to simulate disease dynamics.
Some studies have coupled such models to simple hydrodynamic
models and to distance measures of transmission between separate
populations (Viljugrein et al., 2009; Aldrin et al., 2010; Werkman et al.,
2011; Salama and Murray, 2011).
Hydrodynamic models, combined with particle tracking and statis-
tical analyses, have been widely used in Norway to identify the salmon
louse and pancreas disease (PD) transmission dynamics in Norwegian
fjords (MODS, 2012; Stene et al., 2014). SINMOD is the most famous
hydrodynamic model in Norway (www.sinmod.no), and it couples
physical and biological processes in the ocean. Hydrodynamic models
are based on the assumption that the pathogen agents drift passively
with the sea currents. Hydrodynamic models do not incorporate the
effects of the surrounding nature (e.g. sea-water temperature change)
on the pathogens, and the heterogeneity among the pathogens is being
ignored. Also, the statistical analyses are based on the assumption that
the fish populations are homogeneous.
Cellular automata (CA) theory has also been used for modeling the
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dynamics of infectious disease spread (Sirakoulis et al., 2000; Zhen and
Quan-Xing, 2006; Kocabas and Dragicevica, 2006), but the individuals
movements and interactions across space over time have not been re-
presented in such models.
Agent-based methods have been applied to simulate the transmis-
sion of human viral diseases such as influenza (Ciofi degli Atti et al.,
2008; Milne et al., 2008; Khalil et al., 2010; Arduin et al., 2017;
Venkatramanan et al., 2018; Yang, 2019). In this project, we have ap-
plied the agent-based method to simulate disease dynamics in a fish
population (Alaliyat and Yndestad, 2015b), but we did not extend the
model to simulate how pathogens spread between aquaculture sites in
the fjord. Agent-based models (ABMs) can be valuable in analyses fo-
cusing on the effects of individual interactions, and they may in-
corporate the spatial aspect of a system. Whereas the classical SIR
models, used in classical disease transmission modeling, represent total
populations, in this study, an ABM approach is applied to simulate the
infection process of the individual fish, the movement of fish in the
cages, and the way that pathogens spread spatially, in the form of in-
dividuals, by representing fish and pathogens as agents. ABMs are
computationally costly compared to other models, and the costs in-
crease exponentially with the number of individuals included in the
model.
1.3. The modeling approach
The main aim of this study was to develop an agent-based modeling
approach for studying the dynamics of fish diseases within and across
aquaculture sites in the Norwegian fjords. This approach considers the
interactions between individuals' (fish and pathogens) and with their
environment in a space-time context and is expected to advance our
understanding of the disease dynamics process and help combat such a
development. The process of disease transmission is influenced by many
factors, including the conditions of the individuals (fish and pathogen),
movement behavior and environmental conditions. The model pre-
sented explores the potential effects of these factors on the spread of a
simulated fish disease.
ABM provides a realistic representation of the system by including
the interactions of individuals. In addition, ABM offers more flexibility
in the modeling and allows for more complexity to be added and ana-
lyzed by way of simulation. Another reason for applying ABM is to
compensate for the lack of empirical data regarding fish disease
transmission. By using ABM for predicting pathogen transmission, a
simulation of future disease transmission scenarios could provide a
means to compensate for this lack of empirical data. In ABMs, the va-
lues of the parameters governing the disease transmission may easily be
varied (Alaliyat et al., 2013; Alaliyat and Yndestad, 2015a; Alaliyat and
Yndestad, 2015b).
ABM has been suggested in different fields as one of the most ap-
propriate approaches to modeling and simulation when addressing
complex, dynamic system. ABM captures the complex network of in-
teractions and interconnections that comprise real systems and makes it
possible to derive emerging dynamic patterns, unexpected changes in
those patterns and events characterizing such patterns. This makes such
a bottom-up approach advantageous in simulating the spread of pa-
thogens in aquaculture systems. ABM provides insights into the struc-
tural origin of emerging phenomena that are caused by the interactions
among individuals (pathogens and fish). Using ABM, one may describe
how fish and pathogens behave rather than develop equations that we
believe govern the overall dynamics of the densities and infection rates
of system entities. Reality is transparet in the model by using ABM.
ABM is flexible in that it allows for the addition (and elimination) of
agents and for adjustments in the agent behavior. ABM provides a
framework for analysis and testing of the emergent dynamics. ABM
provides a flexible framework for answering questions, such as what is
happening, what will occur next, or identifying what the best/worst
outcome might be. Thus ABM may serve well as modeling technique
with the purpose to predict pathogen transmission between aquaculture
sites.
In this study, we focus on the Romsdalsfjord.2 This fjord has been
selected because of the extensive empirical research that has been un-
dertaken at this site, Thus, we had access to the data we needed for our
model building, validation and simulation. The Romsdalsfjord is a semi-
closed fjord in mid-Norway that has a massive fish industry with>35
aquaculture sites throughout the fjord (Fig. 1). The aquaculture in-
dustry data, including biological, physical and environmental data,
reflects the aquaculture system in the Romsdalsfjord, and our proposed
model either used this data or was inspired by this data.
The close proximity between aquaculture sites in the Romsdalsfjord
is an important factor in disease transmission. Consequently, it becomes
very important to study the environmental, biological and physical
conditions of an infected aquaculture site because from that site pa-
thogens may spread to other aquaculture sites by sea currents, −
creating a domino effect. The sea currents in the Romsdalsfjord exhibit
a very complex pattern (Fig. 2). The currents in fjords are the strongest
and most varying in the upper 20m (closest to the surface), i.e. where
the aquaculture farms are located. The currents are driven by topo-
graphical distinctions, river runoffs, winds, tides and water exchanges
caused by offshore density differences (Urke et al., 2011; Stene et al.,
2009). In this work, we built models to predict the patterns of the
spread of pathogens from infected sites. This has enabled us to build
risk maps that depicted the hazardous areas around infected sites in
which diseases may be transmitted to neighboring sites.
We have built three different simulation scenarios to explore the
potential effects of fish, pathogen and environmental factors on the
spread of a simulated fish disease in the Romsdalsfjord. The first si-
mulation experiment had only one hypothetical infected fish farm in an
open area, and the sea current moved from the west to the east (i.e., left
to right). In this scenario, we ignored the topography of the fjord, but
we focused our investigation on the risk-values and -maps that resulted
from the pathogen's density in space, over time, and on the largest
distance that pathogens could spread. In the second scenario, we added
a second hypothetical fish farm to the previous simulation map and
tested the effects of various parameters (e.g., sea temperature, current
speed, current direction, biomass) on the spread of the infectious dis-
ease from the source to the destination. Moreover, we simulated the on-
site disease dynamics in this scenario. In the third scenario, we simu-
lated real aquaculture systems with three sites, one of them is assumed
infected site. We included the topography of the Romsdalsfjord and the
aquaculture industry data in the simulations. The purpose of this sce-
nario was to test the effects of various parameters on the spread of an
infectious disease from a source to several destinations, to simulate the
disease dynamics in the destinations and identify how the destination
sites will become source sites as well (nested).
2. Materials and methods
2.1. Materials
The data used in this study can be categorized into four main types:
aquaculture, geospatial, oceanographic and disease data. The aqua-
culture data included the aquaculture site name, location, operator,
maximum allowed capacity, type of production and the farm's current
production state.
The aquaculture data are available online on the Norwegian
Directorate of Fisheries' webpage, http://www.fiskeridir.no/. The
geospatial data utilized consists of three-dimensional (3D) maps of the
Romsdalsfjord. We obtained 3D maps that included terrain and
bathymetry data from the Norwegian Mapping Authority (NMA, 2016).
2 Romsdalsfjord is 88 km long and located in the Romsdal district of Møre og
Romsdal county in mid-Norway.
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The terrain had a resolution of 10m×10m, while the bathymetry had
a resolution of 50m×50m. The oceanographic data included data on
the sea currents (i.e., speed and direction), sea temperature and sali-
nity. In our simulations, we used the monthly average sea current data
from the SINMOD model (MODS, 2012) with 800m resolutions, and we
added some noise to emulate the natural variability. The seawater
temperature and salinity data are available online on the Institute of
Marine Research webpage, http://www.imr.no/en/. Similar to the data
on currents, we used the monthly average data and adding some noise.
The water temperature was varied in the water column as well (Alaliyat
and Yndestad, 2015b).
The fish disease data utilized includes fish health, pathogen biology
data and disease transmission factors. Wide ranges of pathogens exist,
from viruses and bacteria to crustacean parasites. The infection and
shedding parameters and the pathogen life span are dependent on the
type of pathogen and the type of host. These data are characterized by
uncertainty and have, for the most, been derived from laboratory ex-
periments (Salama and Murray, 2011; Stene et al., 2014). In our si-
mulations, these values varied between different values.
To implement the models using agent-based methods, NetLogo 3D
was used. NetLogo is a multi-agent programmable modeling environ-
ment. The NetLogo toolkit allows for simulations within a geographic
information system environment, and it is easy to include physical and
environmental data (Wilensky, 1999). We used MATLAB to analyze the
simulation results and create figures that were easy to interrupt
(MATLAB, 2015). We used GlobalMapper (Bluemarblegeo.com) to
build 3D maps of the Romsdalsfjord by combining the terrain and
bathymetry data, and we removed the noise from the data and rescaled
the maps to fit in NetLogo.
2.2. Methods
2.2.1. The system model
In this study, we simulated fish disease dynamics and pathogen
transmissions in a Norwegian fjord aquaculture system. The aqua-
culture system has a set of fish farms, a swarm of pathogens and the
landscape. This system S(t) can be formalized as shown in Eq. (1).
=S t FF t P t L t( ) { ( ), ( ), ( )} (1)
where FF(t) is a set of fish farms, P(t) is a swarm of pathogens, and L(t)
is the landscape or the environment where the previous components are
located (Yndestad, 2010). The purpose of this study has been to in-
vestigate how a swarm of pathogen P(t) that was produced by a hy-
pothetical, infected fish farm (initial producer farm) will flow with the
current and spread in a given landscape L(t). The fish are producer-
consumer agents; they produce pathogens, and at the same time they
consume pathogens in the fish disease process (Yndestad, 2010).
2.2.1.1. The landscape L(t). The landscape L(t) is divided into four
overlaying sub-landscapes and can be formalized as shown in Eq. (2).
=L t L t L t L t L t( ) { ( ), ( ), ( ), ( )}tr cu sa tm (2)
where Ltr(t) represents the terrain, Lcu(t) represents the map of the sea
currents, Lsa(t) represents the map of the sea salinity, and Ltm(t)
represents the map of the sea temperature.
In this study, the terrain Ltr(t) covers part of the Romsdalsfjord area.
The terrain is divided into many 3D grids with pixels of 13× 13×13
points. The sea current landscape, Lcu(t), represents the speed and di-
rection of the sea currents. The Romsdalsfjord has very complex current
patterns (see Fig. 2). The sea currents are driven by a variety of factors
that are changing massively in time and space. Therefore, in order to
create a model that incorporates some of the variation present in
nature, we use normally distributed random numbers for both the
current speed and the current direction. The user can set the average
current angle and speed at the beginning of the simulation, and then, at
each time step, a random deviance is added to these values for current
angle and speed. For the current angle, this randomness is characterized
by two parameters: a current direction standard deviation, which can
be set from 0 to 90°, and a bias term used to offset the direction given by
the grid, which can be set between −5 and 5°. For the current speed,
this randomness is also characterized by two parameters; a current
speed standard deviation, which can be set between 0 and 0.1m/s, and
a relative speed, which is associated with each grid and depends on the
geometry of the fjord (e.g., changes in the width of the fjord, the pre-
sence of islands, and peninsulas). The relative speed is the number by
Fig. 1. Map of the aquaculture farms in the Romsdalsfjord.
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which the global current speed is multiplied to obtain the speed for
each grid.
The sea salinity, Lsa(t), and sea temperature, Ltm(t), landscapes are
changing in time and space. The chosen temperature profile from
January to December at the surface level is Ltm(t) = {5.7, 5, 5.1, 6.1,
8.1, 11.3, 12.7, 15.5, 14.0, 11.2, 9.5, 8.0 (°C)} (www.imr.no). The user
can set the average water temperature and salinity at the surface level,
and then we add some noise to include the variation that is present in
nature. The water temperature also varies in the deep levels, as shown
in Eq. (3).
=temp x y z temp x y z C L y( , , ) ( , , ) ( )0 (3)
where temp x y z( , , ) is the water temperature at x,y,z grid; temp x y z( , , )0
is the water temperature at the surface level (y = 0); C is a constant;
and L y( ) is the water depth level.
2.2.1.2. The fish farm FFk(t). Each fish farm, FFk(t), has a swarm of fish
agents, FA(t), and is represented by 3×3×3 grids that are all
assumed equal to 3*20m×3*20m×3*20m. Additionally, the grid
outside the aquaculture sites measures 200m×200m×200m. In this
study, the farms' positions are set hypothetically in the first two
simulation scenarios, while they are based on real aquaculture data in
the third scenario. The swarm of fish agents has some social rules that
manage the individual movements in the swarm, consumes pathogens
and produces pathogens.
2.2.1.3. The pathogens swarm P(t). The pathogens swarm consists of
many individual pathogens, as shown in Eq. (4).
= …P t PA t PA t PA t( ) { ( ), ( ), , ( )}n1 2 (4)
where PAj(t) is the pathogen agent j, and n is the total number of
pathogens at time t.
In reality, the swarm of pathogens also has social rules (e.g., move
together and align with one another), and the swarm relates to the
landscapes to facilitate the individual pathogens' movements (Reynolds,
1999). In this study, however, we have ignored the social rules, while,
as we will see in the next section, the pathogens' dependence on the
landscape steer the movements of individuals.
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Fig. 2. Current speeds and directions in the Romsdalsfjord, MODS (2012).
Table 1
Agents in the model.
Agent type Attributes Behavioral rules
Fish • Position • Update position• Health status • Update health status• Energy • Update energy (resistance factor)• Vaccinated • Shed pathogens
Pathogen • Position • Update position• Life span • Update life span• Ability • Update ability
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2.2.2. Agent-based model
The agent-based approach is applied to simulate fish disease dy-
namics and pathogen transmission in a fjord aquaculture system.
Table 1 shows the agent-based model's agents. We have two types of
agents; fish and pathogen. Each agent has many attributes and beha-
vioral rules that update the values of these attributes in the context of
time and space.
We designed our model in a rectangular shape with 501×201×3
patches (a patch is a grid in NetLogo). Each fish farm has a maximum
population of 1000 fish; however, you would expect to see approxi-
mately 1000 times more fish in an actual fish farm of this size. This
simplification was made to save computer resources while running the
model. A tick is the time step in the model, and it can represent 10min,
one hour, or one day (it can be selected by the user, time-step).
2.2.2.1. The fish agent FA(t). The fish are located in the farms, and each
fish farm FFk(t) has a swarm of fish that is composed of many fish
agents, FA(t), as is shown in Eq. (5).
= …FF t FA t FA t FA t( ) { ( ), ( ), , ( )}k n1 2 (5)
Fish agent FAi(t) has several attributes and behavioral rules that
update these attributes (see Table 1). In this context, we are interested
in the position, energy, and health status attributes, as well as the be-
havioral rules that governs the values taken by these attributes and that
produce pathogens.
2.2.2.2. Fish swimming rules. Fish agents swim within cages, and since
we use a large time step in our simulations in this study (i.e., 10min or
one hour), the fish's positions are updated randomly at each time step,
as shown in Eq. (6).
+ = +FA x y z t t R
max min
FF x y z t( , , , )
2
( , , , )i i
x y z x y z
k
, , , ,
(6)
where +FA x y z t t( , , , )i is the fish position vector, Ri is a unit random
vector in 3D, (maxx, y, z−minx, y, z) is the fish farm dimensions, and
FF x y z t( , , , )k is the farm position vector in the simulation space. Fish
can swim in different formations, and they can socialize to form a
school. We have previously investigated the effects of different
swimming behaviors on infectious fish diseases (Alaliyat and
Yndestad, 2015b). Since, in this study, we used a large time step, we
have chosen to ignore the social rules, and assumes that the fish is
distributed randomly in the fish farm.
2.2.2.3. Fish energy attribute. Each fish has an epidemic resistance
factor (i.e. immunity to the disease), which is a value between 0 and
1. Fish immune system depends on different factors such as the
vaccination process and doses of vaccine (Madonia et al., 2017). Out
model is a fixable model which can includes computational models in
fish vaccination such as the one introduced by Madonia et al. (2017)
and other fish stress models to measure the immunity to the disease in
fish agents.
In our simulations we assign reference values of 0.8 with some noise
(to simplify the model), as shown in Eq. (7).
= ±RF RF R Ni ref i rf (7)
where RFi is the resistance factor of fish i, RFrefis the reference resistance
factor value that can be set by the user, R is a random number in the
range of [0,1], and Nrf is the noise value.
2.2.2.4. Infection rules. Fish agents are categorized into four main
health states as in the SEIR (susceptible, exposed, infected and
removed) model (Bjørnstad, 2005). In the following text, we will
explain how the fish health state of individuals will be updated over
time. A susceptible fish becomes infected if there are many pathogens
around it, the pathogens have a good ability to infect, and the fish has a
week RF, as determined by the Algorithm I procedure. Salama tried to
quantify the infection probability, but his results depended on
laboratory data (Salama and Murray, 2011). In our model, this
probability can vary between different values, and it is also related to
the densities of fish and pathogens.
Once the fish has been infected, it will leave the susceptible cate-
gory and enter the exposed category. All fish agents transfer between
the four health states. Therefore, the population of agents is divided
into four groups or compartments consisting of individuals that are
susceptible, exposed, infected and removed. The fish agents are het-
erogeneous, and each agent has its own individual discrete SEIR model.
The contact rate in the SEIR model is equivalent to the individual fish
infection rules in ABM. The fish agent health state in ABM is dynami-
cally updated. The number of fish with the same health state provides
the number of fish agents in the four groups.
The process for updating the fish health states at each time step is
achieved by applying the health-state update method, shown in
Algorithm II.
2.2.2.5. Pathogens production process. Each time step the infected fish, i,
may shed a pathogen, j, at a certain probability where that fish is
located. Different sources refer to different units, and values range from
106.5 PFU/fish/h (PFU=plaque forming units) (Gregory, 2008),
105–108 CFU/fish/h (CFU= colony forming units) (Rose et al., 1989)
and 6.8*103 TCID50 /ml/ kg fish/ h/ (maximum rates) (TCID50= the
amount of virus required to kill 50% of infected hosts) (Urquhart et al.,
2008). The units are not single pathogens; rather, they are units that are
measurable in the lab. Since the numbers are very high and
computationally difficult to implement in the model, we set a
probability between 0 and 1 (adjustable) that an infected fish sheds a
pathogen, but this pathogen represents a large number of pathogens,
i.e. effectively a rate of pathogens per time unit.
Unlabelled Image
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2.2.2.6. The pathogen agent PA(t). The pathogens swarm P(t) consists of
many individual pathogens, as shown in Eq. (4). The pathogen agent
PA(t) has three main attributes (see Table 1): position in the space,
ability to infect fish, and life span.
2.2.2.7. Moving rules. The pathogens are moved by sea currents. Each
pathogen moves based on the current speed and direction, which is
based on the location of the pathogen at the start of each time step.
Pathogens inherit the current direction of the place they are presently
located, and by moving to a new place, they inherit the direction of that
new place. When moving, the pathogen might hit dry land. In that case,
the pathogen is removed from the model (dies).
The pathogen j updates its position, as shown in Eqs. (8) & (9).
+ = +PA x y z t t PA x y z t v t t( , , , ) ( , , , ) ( )j j (8)
=v t C R C std( ) ( , )sr n s (9)
where +PA x y z t t( , , , )j is the new pathogen agent j position,
PA x y z t( , , , )j is the current pathogen agent j position, v t( ) is the pa-
thogen velocity, ∆t is the time step, v t( ) is the magnitude of the ve-
locity, Csr is the relative current speed that is inherited from the grid
where the pathogen j is, and Rn is a normally distributed random
floating point with a mean of Cs (average current speed in this area) and
a standard deviation std.
The velocity direction is related to the pathogen's orientation. The
pathogen's orientation is defined by two variables: heading (PAj(t)hed)
and pitch (PAj(t)pit). Heading is the angle between the forward vector of
the pathogen projected onto the xy-plane and the vector [010], and
pitch is the angle between the forward vector of the pathogen and the
xy-plane. We calculated these variables using Eqs. (10) & (11).
= +PA t C R C std( ) ( , )j hed d n bias (10)
=PA t pit R pit( ) –j pit in j v (11)
where Cd is the currents' direction angle, Rn is a normally distributed
random floating point with a mean of Cbias (current heading bias vari-
able) and a standard deviation std, pitin is the initial pitch value, Rj is a
random number in the range of [0,1], and pitv is the pitch value.
2.2.2.8. Life cycle. Pathogen life span is a function of seawater
condition (temperature and salinity). Salama estimated the life span
for infectious salmon anemia virus (ISAV), infectious pancreatic
necrosis virus (IPNV) and salmonid alphavirus (SAV) to be between
8.33 and 62.5 h (Salama and Murray, 2011). The life span's relation to
the sea temperature can be modeled using the following equation
(Stene et al., 2014).
=PA t( ) a exp.( x/b)j LC (12)
where x is the water temperature, a is the pathogen life span at a water
temperature of 0 °C, and b is the decay rate.
2.2.2.9. Ability to infect. Each pathogen has an attribute that represents
the ability to infect, that takes values between 0 and 1. We use 0.8 as
the initial value and added some noise, as is shown in Eq. (13).
= ±PA t PA t R N( ) ( )j ab j ab j ab0 (13)
where PAj(t)ab is the ability of pathogen j to infect, PAj(t)ab0 is the initial
ability value that can be set by the user, Rj is a random number in the
range of [0,1], and Nab is the noise value.
Once the pathogens arrive at the neighboring sites (i.e., susceptible
farms), they will try to infect the susceptible healthy individual fish in
that farm. We apply the same infection rules as in Algorithms I & II.
The density of pathogens is directly related to the risk value in both
space and time. A disease outbreak occurs only if there is a high density
of pathogens and a high density of fish, as indicated by the following
equation (Reno, 1998; Krkošek, 2010; Alaliyat and Yndestad, 2015c;
Salama and Murray, 2011):
=Risk t s K I t s I t s( , ) ( , ) ( , )v f (14)
where Risk (t,s) is the infection risk value in time and space, Iv(t, s) is the
Table 2
Model parameters.
Parameter Min value Max value Default value
Fish number 1 1000 100
Shedding rate (%) 0 100 50
Infection period (days) 0 100 2
Immune period (days) 0 100 5
Infectious radius (patches) 0 20 0.5
Initial infected (%) 0 100 5
Prior immunity (%) 0 100 0
Mortality (%) 0 100 3
Mortality_normal (%) 0 100 0.00001
Pathogen-ability 0 1 0.8
RF 0 1 0.8
Weight (kg) 0 10 4
Current speed (m/s) 0 1 0.15
Current speed std. 0 0.1 0.03
Current heading (degree) 0 360 90
Current heading bias (degree) −5 5 0
Current heading std. 0 90 30
Sea temperature (°C) 0 20 10
Vaccinated Offa
Time step 10 mina
a Parameters that can select between many values or be turned on/off.
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pathogen density at time t and in space s, If(t, s) is fish density at time t
and space s, and K is a constant.
2.2.3. Investigations
Fish disease dynamics and pathogen transmission depend on many
different factors, such as fish density, farm location, fish and pathogen
conditions and environmental conditions. In this study, we have built
an agent-based model and simulated a variety of scenarios to in-
vestigate the effects of different combinations of parameter values on
the fish disease dynamics. First, we investigated the minimum safe
distance from the infected site under a variety of environmental con-
ditions. Then, we investigated the effects of fish density, sea currents
and temperature on the spread of an infectious disease from a source
(producer) facility to a destination (consumer) facility, and we simu-
lated the disease dynamics across time. Finally, we built scenarios based
on empirical data to test the effects of the fjord's topography and the
domino effect (producer-consumer facilities) on the spread of the in-
fectious disease. Table 2 shows the model parameters that the user of
our model may change.
2.2.4. Verification and validation
In general, and in aquaculture industry specifically, it is often very
difficult to validate epidemiological simulation models due to the lack
of reliable field data. The logical choice of validation techniques in such
situations is to use cross-validation (i.e. to run a validated model for
some simplified scenarios where the results are known or obvious) or to
compare the model output with other available models that have been
validated (so-called model alignment) (Chen et al., 2004).
We have done both (Alaliyat and Yndestad, 2015c): We ran our
model for a simple scenario where the results were as expected, and we
aligned it with well-known models, such as the SIR model (Skvortsov
et al., 2007). We validated our results of simulation scenarios in parts of
the Romsdalsfjord with the results from the infection spread model
developed by SINTIF (midtnorge.sinmod.no). Internal validation or
verification is very important also in ABMs. When the model is im-
plemented by using NetLogo tool, the model must be verified by
investigating whether the model behaves as expected. The purpose of
the verification process is to build confidence in the behavioral char-
acteristics that we assign to the agents and their interactions. We have
tested the model under extreme conditions where the outcome is easily
predictable to assess the validity of the agent descriptions used to en-
sure model consistency (avoid logical errors) as well as model co-
herence.
3. Results
3.1. Infection risk in an open area
In this experiment we designed a simulation space to identify the
risk of becoming infected in the vicinity of an infected aquaculture site:
We assumed that the risk of a fish becoming infected is related to the
concentration of pathogens in the space. The individual fish becomes
infected by the procedure described in Algorithm I, so that the risk of
any aquaculture site becoming infected in the area in the vicinity of the
infected farm depends on the densities of the fish and pathogens at this
site, as shown in Eq. (14). Table 3 shows the selected parameters from
Table 2 to which we assigned the values listed during the simulation
experiment.
Fig. 3 shows the farthest distance that live pathogens can reach alive
(i.e. Risk Distance) based on the sea currents and water temperature
during a simulation time of 8 days (cold water favors survival). The
infection risk, which results from the presence of pathogens in a space
unit (Iv), is a function of current speed and water temperature. This risk
decreases as the distance increases from the infected site. Fig. 3 allows
us to estimate the threshold (DT) (between blue and other colors) of the
Table 3
Infection risk in an open area experiment.
Parameters of susceptible farm Values
Fish number 100, 250,500,750,1000
Current speed (m/s) 0.05, 0.1, 0.15, 0.2, 0.25
Sea temperature (°C) 5, 7.5, 10, 12.5, 15
Fig. 3. Risk distance from the infected site.
Fig. 4. Pathogen concentration in two dimensions (2-D) after a period of time.
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farthest distance (Fard (temp,Cs)) that the pathogens can spread; under
normal sea-water and currents conditions. This threshold can change
significantly depending on the current speed and the sea-water tem-
perature. In this case, the threshold is determined by a current speed of





Far temp Cs D
temp
Cs cm s





where Fard(temp,Cs) is the maximum distance where pathogens can
travel alive, DT is a derived threshold from Fig. 3, temp is a sea-water
temperature, and Cs is the current speed.
The results (see Fig. 3) show that the farthest distance that the pa-
thogens spread to does not exceed 12 km (DT) given the current speed
and water temperature threshold. This distance could be considerably
larger, however, if the current speed was higher and/or if the water was
colder.
Using ABM, we are able to track the pathogens in time and space.
That enables us to identify the spatial characteristics of the spread of a
disease. Fig. 4 shows the pathogen concentration (density) in each
spatial cell resulting from running the simulation for a period of time.
Thus, if the susceptible fish farm is located in the more risky (more red)
area, then the greater is the probability that a fish in the farm becomes
infected.
The pathogen density as described in Eq. (14) is dependent on four
main variables: water temperature, current speed, distance from the
infected site, and fish density at the infected site. From our simulation
results, the pathogen density Iv in cell (x,y,z) after the period of time t
can be modeled using the following exponential decay equation:
=I x y z t I
dis
( , , , ) a exp (temp(x, y, z, t))
b
Cs(x, y, z, t)




where temp(x,y,z, t) is the water temperature, Cs(x,y,z, t) is the current
speed, dis(x,y,z, t) is the distance from the infected site, a0 is the pa-
thogen density at the infected site, b0 is the decay rate, and If is the fish
density at the infected site. We have derived the previous equation by
estimating the relation between each input variable (i.e. water tem-
perature) and the simulating results (pathogen density), then we com-
bined these relations in one equation and validated this equation.
3.2. Infection risk between two fish farms in fjord area
In the next scenario, we extended the previous scenario by locating
a susceptible fish farm at the edge of the risk area associated with the
infected farm, i.e. at a distance, dis =9.6 km < DT from that farm. We
simulated the fish disease dynamics in the infected farm that con-
stituted the source of the pathogens to be transferred to the susceptible
farm. We designed the simulation space so as to test the effects of
changes in parameter values on the spread of the infectious disease
from the source to the destination, and then we simulated the disease
dynamics in the susceptible farm as well. We used the same scaling for
time and space as in the previous scenario, and we used the default
values shown in Table 2 for this model. Table 4 shows the parameter
values in Table 2 that we varied in this simulation experiment.
Fig. 5 shows the percentage of the infected individuals (prevalence)
in the two fish farms (infected and susceptible) under a variety of
current speeds, sea temperatures and fish population parameter values.
With regard to the infection risk Eq. (14), the infection risk at cell
(x,y,z) must be greater than a risk threshold R0 that can be derived from
the simulation results, in order for an infection to occur in this cell. The
Table 4
Infection risk between two fish farms.
Parameter Values
Fish producer-farm number 100, 1000
Fish consumer-farm number 100,1000
Current speed (m/s) 0.05, 0.25
Sea temperature (°C) 5,15
Fig. 5. Percentage of infected fish at site one, an infected farm (blue), and site two, a susceptible farm (red), as a result of water temperatures, current speeds and fish
population values. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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Iv(x,y,z, t) in Eq. (16) is dependent only on sea-water temperature,
current speed and producer farm pathogen density, since the distance is
fixed at 9.6 km. The results show that the susceptible fish farm, located
at (9.6 km, 0, 0), will become infected only if the sea-water temperature
is low (<5°); if this is the case, then all fish become infected at the site.
In the case when the water temperature is 15°, most of the pathogens
die before arriving at the susceptible fish farm, so the pathogens will
not infect that site. The fish densities in both the infected and suscep-
tible farms play major roles, as described in Eqs. (14) and (16), and
shown in Fig. 5. The disease is spreading faster when the population is
higher as shown in the lower two rows in Fig. 5.
The spread of a disease inside a facility is faster when the current
speed is low, as we see illustrated by the infected farm in the left two
columns of Fig. 5. The infection at the susceptible fish farm starts only
Fig. 6. Aquaculture system in part of the Romsdalsfjord (TN= tons): (a) Midsund area. (b) Vestness area.
Table 5
Scenario A parameters: midsund area.
Parameter Bogen MD Juvika Myrane
Fish number 400 100 200
Current speed (m) 0.15 0.15 0.15
Sea temperature (°C) 8 8 8
Current direction (degree) 270 270 270
time




















































































































Fig. 7. Epidemic curves (results after 10 days).
Table 6
Scenario B parameters: vestness area.
Parameter Gjermundnes Gjermundnesholmene Furneset
Fish number 150 100 200
Current speed (m) 0.15 0.15 0.15
Sea temperature (°C) 7 7 7
Current direction (degree) 270 270 270
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after the arrival of a sufficient number of pathogens at the site (Eq.
(16)); our results show that this happens after an average of two days
across the simulation experiments in cases of higher fish density (e.g.
1000 individuals) in the susceptible farm, and the disease will spread to
most of the individuals in the susceptible farm in approximately the
same amount of time. In a case of lower fish density (e.g. 100 in-
dividuals), this time is approximately doubled.
3.3. Infection risk in a multi-farm system in fjord area (domino-effect)
In this scenario, we designed the simulation space so as to test the
effects of a number of parameter values on the spread of the infectious
disease across many fish farms, including the disease dynamics in each
of them. In this scenario, the farms may, in principle, take the role as
infected and susceptible and do so simultaneously; any farm can si-
multaneously shed pathogens to the others and receive pathogens from
the others. We used the same scaling for time and space as in the pre-
vious scenarios, and we used the default values shown in Table 2 in the
model. Fig. 6 shows the experimental setup of the simulation. We have
run two different scenarios in the Romsdalsfjord. We have selected
these areas because they are different in terms of their geospatial and
aquaculture nature.
3.3.1. Scenario A (Midsund)
In this scenario, we included three farms (see Fig. 6(a)), and we used
the average current speed and direction recorded in May 2008. We
scaled the fish population, so that each fish in reality represents 15 tons
of fish. In Table 5 we summarize the parameter values applied. These
facilities are located within DT, −<12 km apart. We assume that 5%
of the fish population in the Bogen facility is initially infected. Fig. 7(left
hand side) shows the disease dynamics in each site at Midsund.
3.3.2. Scenario B (Vestness)
In this scenario, we included three farms (see Fig. 6(b)), and we
used the average current speed and direction recorded in April 2008.
Again, each fish represents 15 tons of fish in reality. In Table 6 we
summarize the parameter values applied. These facilities are also lo-
cated within DT, < 12 km apart. We assume that 5% of the fish popu-
lation in Gjermundnes facility is initially infected. Fig. 7(right hand side)
shows the disease dynamics in each site at Vestness.
The simulation results from both scenarios, presented in Fig. 7,
show the effects of current patterns and the geometry of the fjord on the
spread of fish disease in parts of Romsdalsfjord, Midsund and Vestnes.
In scenario A, the Myrane facility did not get infected because it was not
located along the path of the sea currents that passed the infected sites
during this period, − even though it was located within the risk dis-
tance (DT). As a result, the Iv(x,y,z, t) is very low, so the infection risk
(Eq. (14)) for Myrane is less than R0. While Juvika got infected after
almost three days. These results are reasonable compared to the results
from MODS model (midtnorge.sinmod.no). Results from MODS model
show that 34% of the pathogens from Bogen will hit Juvika in May,
while only 1% of the pathogens will hit Myrane. However, in scenario
B, the Gjermundnesholmene facility became infected and produced
pathogens that infected the Furneset facility, which is located along the
path of the currents that pass Gjermundnesholmene. Consequently, the
Iv(x,y,z, t) is sufficiently high to cause an infection risk (Eq. (14)) above
the threshold R0. Thus, the infection took place.
The infection of the Juvika and Gjermundnesholmene farms started
after a sufficient amount of pathogens had arrived at each location. This
took place after an average of four days. The Furneset facility was in-
fected after 6 days because the distances from the two infected source
sites were longer (see Eq. (16)).
The simulation results show that the sea current patterns play major
roles in the spread of fish disease in Norwegian fjords. The pathogens
are moved by sea currents, so if the fish farms are not in the path of the
sea currents carrying pathogens from the infected sites, or they are
located sufficiently far apart (beyond DT), then the chance of infection
is very low (as in the Myrnane case).
4. Discussion
4.1. Infection risk in an open area
It is very important to evaluate the infection risk in space and time
when we want to assess the probability that a fish farm could act as the
origin of an epidemic or as an intermediator. This evaluation is parti-
cularly important when we want to build and locate a new fish farm
(Taranger et al., 2015) so as to prevent the spread of fish diseases in an
aquaculture system. E.g. how will the surrounding area be affected if
the fish in this new farm become infected? The first simulation scenario
helps answer this question by exhibiting the risk values in space and
time in the vicinity of such a new, hypothetically infected farm.
In this scenario, we studied the risk resulting from the pathogens
that are predominantly relocated by sea currents (Murray and Peeler,
2005). The pathogens could, however, also move by way of fish boats or
any other ships, or by way of escaped, infected fish. In our simulations,
we focused on movement caused by the sea currents and sink effect. It
is, however, easy to adjust our model to include other such factors.
Sea current speed and direction may vary significantly in the time
and space domain considered, and we can expect values to remain
steady for only a few days -or even less (MODS, 2012). In reality, we
utilized empirical material reflecting average values, limited value
ranges under which our model ran, and simulated the worst-case sce-
narios when the infection pressures are at most. The results demon-
strate how the risk patterns are determined by the sea current patterns,
− affected by the geometry of the fjord (see Fig. 4).
The pathogen's life span is associated with the sea temperature and
salinity (Groner et al., 2016) and is influenced by significant changes in
these values (Stene et al., 2014). In our model, it is easy to include such
changes by way of modifications in parameter values.
The sea currents and sea-water temperature impact the distance that
the pathogens can travel (spread) and thus the associated risk. A high
water temperature decreases the distance since the pathogen's life span
is shorter in hot than in cold water, while strong currents can move the
pathogens farther away from its point of origin. The results demonstrate
the current speed and water temperature thresholds (15m/s and 10°,
respectively) at which the risk distance increased considerably
(>DT= 12 k).
As shown in Eq. (14), the infection risk in space and time is de-
pendent on the densities of the pathogens and fish. In this scenario, we
investigated the factors that affect the pathogen density in each space
cell in the vicinity of the infected site over a period of time. We derived
from our theory and discussion Eq. (16), which shows the effects of
water temperature, current speed, distance from the infected site, and
fish density at the infected site on the pathogen's density. The patho-
gen's density exponentially decreases near the infected site as the water
temperature increases. Moreover, the pathogen's density decreases as
the distance from the infected site increases. The pathogen life span
exponentially decreases as the water temperature increases. Con-
versely, if the water gets colder, then the pathogens spread to a larger
area. The pathogens spread more with high current speeds. The pa-
thogen density at a fixed position in the vicinity of the infected site
Iv(x,y,z, t) is dependent only on water temperature, current speed and
fish density at the infected site.
Building risk maps around the fish farm facilities in different en-
vironmental conditions helps inform management of the fish industry
and helps prevent the spread of fish diseases that cause serious losses in
Norwegian aquaculture.
4.2. Infection risk between two fish farms in a fjord area
If we assume there is a disease outbreak in an aquaculture facility
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and there is another aquaculture facility located within the infection
risk of the infected fish farm (<12 km), then what will happen to the
susceptible fish farm that is located in the risk area in the course of
time? To answer this question, we simulated the fish disease dynamics
in an aquaculture system that consisted of two fish farms located within
a risk distance (9.6 km). We simulated the disease dynamics in the in-
fected farm, the pathogen transmission time from the source to the
destination, and the disease dynamics in susceptible farm.
The fish disease dynamics in fish populations are affected by many
key factors, such as fish density, fish swimming behavior, water tem-
perature, sea currents and other environmental factors (Alaliyat and
Yndestad, 2015b). The infection process occurs only when there is a
sufficient number of pathogens in the vicinity of the susceptible fish
(see Algorithm I). The fish disease dynamics in a single fish population is
faster with higher fish densities and lower sea current speeds (Alaliyat
and Yndestad, 2015a). The pathogens are moved by sea currents, so
with high-speed sea currents, the pathogens spread across larger dis-
tances and move faster to nearby sites. The number of pathogens re-
leased from the infected site increases as the fish population increases
(Alaliyat and Yndestad, 2015a).
Once the pathogens arrive at a susceptible farm, the infection pro-
cess will start as soon as a sufficient number of pathogens arrive the
susceptible fish (see Algorithm I). The rules of disease transmission that
applies to an infected farm, also applies to the susceptible farm.
The results demonstrate that a susceptible fish farm, located 9.6 km
from the infected farm, will become infected after two to four days,
depending on the fish density, provided the average sea-water tem-
perature is 5°. The pathogens need<12 h to cross the 9.6 km distance
from the infected site when the current speed is 0.25m/s. Yet, based on
the diffusion factor that spread the pathogens to a wider area, the
probability of reaching the susceptible site is considerably reduced in
only 12 h. In addition, even if the pathogens arrive at the susceptible
farm, the pathogen density and the fish density in that farm will have to
be sufficiently high to initiate an infection (Eq. (14)).
4.3. Infection risk in a multi-farm system in fjord area (domino-effect)
It is important to test our agent-based model on real case studies
with more than two fish sites, to simulate cases where the fish farms are
infected and susceptible sites, and to include the effects of the topo-
graphy of the fjord on the simulated fish disease dynamics. In these
scenarios, we hypothetically assume that there is an infection in the
Romsdalsfjord during the particular period of the year. The
Romsdalsfjord is an area that hosts many fish farms that are located
close to each other (Fig. 1), and the dynamics of the sea currents in the
fjord exhibit a very complex pattern (Fig. 2).
Our results show the effects of the topography of the Romsdalsfjord
on the spread of fish disease. In scenario A, the Myrane facility was not
infected even though it was close to the infected site Bogen (the dis-
tance between them is 8.4 km, which is< 12 km). This is because it was
not located along the path of the sea currents that passed the infected
sites during this period. However, in scenario B, the
Gjermundnesholmene facility was infected and produced pathogens
that, subsequently, infected the Furneset facility, located along the path
of the sea currents that passed Gjermundnesholmene. In this scenario,
the Gjermundnesholmene facility was initially a susceptible site, and
then an infected site that shed pathogens. These simulation experiments
support the idea that vicinity is a not a sufficient cause for infection; in
fact, the current patterns are just as important (Stene et al., 2014). The
pathogens need a transport vehicle to bring them from the infected site
to the susceptible farm.
We used monthly average sea current speed and direction in the
Romsdalsfjord. Note that the currents in the fjords change significantly
due to wind and other factors. E.g. the current direction in the
Romsdalsfjord changes in the spring as a result of the melting snow
causing fresh water to be transported along the fjord towards the sea.
Tides can cause the water to move back and forth within a range of a
few kilometers, and this supports the results from other studies that
have demonstrated the impact of the close sea distance between the
farms (Aldrin et al., 2010; Tavornpanich et al., 2012).
There are some limitations in applying the model to real cases in
order to analyze the risk and provide advice to the fish industry. Scaling
the model in space and time is one of these limitations. We introduced a
portion of the individuals (fish and pathogens) in our simulation, since
representing a huge number of agents is computationally very de-
manding. This, however, limits the contact between agents. In addition,
there are several factors of uncertainty pertaining to the process of
transmitting illness between fish. We are not in the possession of data
on this process, and the available data are based on the lab experiments
that have limited relevance in empirical settings (Salama and Murray,
2011).
4.4. Using agent-based methods
Pathogen transmission within and between aquaculture farms is
dependent on a variety of interrelated biological, physical and en-
vironmental factors, such as fish density, shedding rate, infection ra-
dius, current speed, current direction, pathogen life span, seawater
temperature, and seawater salinity. ABM simulates the overall dy-
namics based on how individuals (fish and pathogens) interact and
adapt to such factors. ABM provides insights into the underlying
structural causes of emerging dynamic phenomena resulting from the
interactions between individuals. Models developed previously have
predominantly been relying on differential equations in describing the
overall population dynamics of fish diseases (e.g., Murray, 2009; Green,
2010) or they have been hydrodynamic models combined with particle
tracking and statistical analyses (MODS, 2012; Stene et al., 2014).
Mathematical models, such as the SIR model, do not cover the in-
dividual variety of the biological and physical characteristics of fish as
well as other animals; fish vary in their resistance to pathogens, and the
pathogens themselves vary in their ability to infect fish. In non-ABM
models this variability in fish and pathogens is being ignored. The
analysis is based on the assumption that the populations are homo-
genous. By using ABM, we are able to address specific spatial aspects of
the spread of infections and address the stochastic nature of the infec-
tion process of fish diseases.
ABM provides flexibility in modeling, implying that additional
complexity may be introduced to form the basis for simulation-based
analyzes. Agents may be added to or removed from the model, and the
attributes and behavioral rules can be modified as well. For an example,
the swimming rules have been included in previous model to create
new ones (Alaliyat and Yndestad, 2015b).
Another reason for applying ABM is the lack of empirical data we
experience regarding fish disease transmission. In ABMs, the para-
meters characterizing disease transmission, such as fish infection rules
and the shedding rates, may easily be varied, to assess how sensitive the
results are to the assumptions we introduce in the models. We may
assess sensitivities at a high level of resolution rather than merely ad-
dress the sensitivity aggregate characteristics such as the contact rate in
an SIR model.
There are limitations in an ABM approach to the modeling and si-
mulation of fish disease dynamics. Typically, the magnitude of the
population (fish and pathogens) is too large for a full-scale simulation,
even on massive computers. By scaling down, the contact frequency
may be affected and suffer from not being sufficiently representative.
Moreover, as reliable data on pathogen are hard to come by, the pa-
thogen model component is based on a theoretical foundation. The
validation of dynamic fish disease models is inherently challenging, not
the least because of the lack of reliable empirical data.
Previous models have typically focused on the analysis of historical
data to support future predictions in similar cases (Stene, 2013). The
pathogen transmission and fish disease dynamics vary significantly,
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depending on a variety of factors such as sea currents and water tem-
perature. In a model such variations may be included as a basis for
sensitivity analyses. The results are generally applicable, but may not
be used for point prediction due to the uncertainties characterizing the
underlying structural assumptions. The results of the sensitivity ana-
lyses will guide us in our evaluation of the validity of any prediction
made based on the model, − i.e. tell us whether we can trust the
predictions produced by such a model.
ABMs are stochastic models that can capture the randomness in
natural systems. Therefore, it may well be advantageous to apply ABM
in the modeling and simulation of fish infectious disease dynamics
compared to the application of simple deterministic models (such as the
SIR model), often characterized by static estimates of parameters that,
in reality, vary across the populations and are sensitive to the varying,
environmental conditions.
5. Conclusions and future work
The aquaculture industry is one of the main industries in Norway.
Emergent diseases continue to pose a serious challenge to the industry
and constrains its development. Predicting fish disease dynamics is
important when preventing and combating fish diseases. The results of
such predictions may facilitate the management process and inform the
aquaculture industry, and it also helps combat the spread of diseases by
applying actions to stop the spread of the disease, such as through
vaccinations or removal of the pathogens. Fish diseases typically cause
large economic losses to the aquaculture industry and might threaten
wild populations of species as well. To manage our natural resources,
such as fish, in a sustainable way, we rely on analyses based on vali-
dated models in which we have confidence.
Models, such as the SIR model, predict the spread of fish diseases
based on the assumption that the fish population is homogeneous, and
focus on the population as a whole. In this paper, we assume that the
fish and pathogens are heterogeneous. To do so, we applied an agent-
based approach in our modeling of the dynamics of fish diseases within
and between aquaculture facilities in a Norwegian fjord. Using this
approach, we consider the interaction of each individual with others
and with the natural environment in the context of space and time. The
agents in our model are fish and pathogens.
We predict the dynamics of the pathogen transmission patterns so to
identify the infection risk in a space-time domain. Our results show (see
Fig. 4) that the pathogen density decreases as the distance from the
infected site increases. Pathogen density at a fixed position around the
infected site decreases exponentially by increasing sea-water tempera-
ture, while pathogen density increases when current speed and fish
density at the infected site increase. Because the pathogens are pre-
dominantly relocated by sea currents, such currents play a major rule in
the pathogen transmission process, the infection risk is a function of fish
and pathogen density, and that risk increases when these densities in-
crease.
Adding fish swimming behavior or additional social behavior rules
to the swarm of pathogens constitutes a potential extension of the
model. Also, we may include additional key parameters associated with
the fish industry process (i.e., stocking and harvesting process) or its
interaction with the outside environment, including escaped fish, wild
fish, feed, and the working environment.
ABMs are inherently flexible and represent the systems structure at
the level of individuals (high resolution). The interaction unfolding
between individuals may be analyzed in the context of a wide variety of
scenarios, in particular pertaining to the environment in which the
interaction takes place. Fish infectious disease dynamics is a complex
process that results from the extensive network of interactions existing
between large variety of characteristics of fish, pathogens and seawater.
The high resolution facilitated by an agent-based approach offers an
opportunity to describe the system in relatively realistic terms, −
provided we know the processes taking place at that detailed level and
the variety in the parameter values governing these processes.
NetLogo is the software applied in this work. It offers a simple user
interface that facilitates changes in parameter values and immediate
responses to such changes. This way, the models developed may easily
be shared among a variety of stakeholders that may benefit from ex-
perimentation, simulation and analysis of the results.
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